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Terms
d6
A six sided die, or the result thereof. For example, if a model must move d6", the controlling player 
rolls a six sided die and moves her the resulting number of inches.

d12
A twelve sided die, or the result thereof. If you don't have one, the internet is full of things that will 
simulate one for you.

Fatality Table
d6 roll Result

1 The victim is decapitated and removed from the table. The attacker spends her next turn 
collecting her trophy and taking no other actions.

2 The victim is disemboweled. Leave the victim on the board as a marker. All models 
starting a phase within 2" of the victim become stunned due to slippery floor guts.

3 The victim is skewered and removed from the table. If there is a model that the attacker 
can draw a line from her center under 2" long through the victim and touch, the 
attacker may make a second attack against that model, resolved at the same time as the 
triggering attack.

4 The victim is bisected (bottom to top) and removed from the table.  The attacker may 
immediately make a move in a straight line of up to 4" that moves through the space 
previously occupied by the victim.

5 The victim is bisected (side to side) and removed from the table. The attacker may make an 
additional attack against a model she is in base contact with, resolved at the same time 
as the triggering attack.

6 The victim is chopped to pieces and removed from the table. All enemy models within 4" 
of the victim take a quality test, fleeing if they fail.

Flanking
Model A is considered to be flanking Model B if:
-Model A is in base contact with Model B
-A line drawn from the center of Model A's base to the center of one of Model B's enemy models bases 
(hereafter called Model C) passes through model B's base
-Model C is in base contact with Model B

Injury Table
d6 roll Result

1 The model is stunned. Use a token to indicate this.

2-3 The model begins to flee. Use a token to indicate this.

4-5 The model is wounded. Remove her from the table.



6 The model dies, forever. Remove her from the table and erase her from the roster. The player 
controlling the attacker should immediately mark down the model as a kill for the attacker on 
the roster sheet.

Line of Sight
Models have line of sight to anything they can draw a line to unobstructed by terrain. Other models do 
not block line of sight.

Random Movement
When instructed to move a model randomly, hold an analog watch over the model and roll a d12. Move 
the model in the resulting direction the specified number of inches.

Quality
This refers to the general experience level and competence of a particular model.

Quality Challenge
When two models come into conflict, roll a d6 for each one and add their quality to their own total. The 
model with the higher total wins.

Quality Test
When you must test the competence or bravery of a model, roll a d6 and add her quality. If the total is 7 
or higher, she passes the test.

Movement Sequence
During the player's turn, the player selects models one by one and takes them through the following 
sequence.

1. Movement Phase
If the model is neither fleeing nor stunned, she may move 4" according to the controlling player's 
wishes, but cannot travel within 2" of a non-fleeing, non-stunned enemy. This applies even if the model 
begins the phase in such a location. The model may, instead of moving, voluntarily begin to flee.
If the model is stunned, she must take no action and proceed to the next step.
If the model is fleeing, she must move d6" or 8" (player's choice) directly away from the closest enemy. 
If the model's fleeing movement causes her to collide with an enemy, that enemy hits her automatically  
and rolls on the injury table to damage the fleeing model. If the model cannot begin her fleeing 
movement due to obstacles, all enemies in base contact with her roll on the injury table to damage her.  
If the model collides with an obstacle after beginning her fleeing movement, she stops immediately.

2. Charging Phase
If the model is stunned or fleeing, she must take no action and proceed to the next step.
If the model is within 4" and line of sight of an enemy, she must move directly towards an enemy (not 
necessarily the closest one) until they are touching bases. If this is not possible, she must move closer 
to an enemy.
Otherwise, the model does nothing this phase and proceeds to the next step.

3. Running Phase
If the model is stunned, she must move d6" in a random direction. If this takes her into contact with a 
non-fleeing, non-stunned enemy, the enemy automatically hits her and she must roll on the injury table  



(special rules apply). If this movement takes her into an obstacle, play area edge, or friendly unit, she 
stops moving. Once this movement is resolved, the model is no longer stunned.
If the model is fleeing, she must take a quality test. On a failure, nothing changes, but on a success, she 
stops fleeing. The player can choose to voluntarily fail this test. If she is not within 8" of any enemies, 
she may automatically pass the quality test.
Models that did not act in the charge phase or otherwise act in this phase can move another 4", but 
cannot travel within 2" of a non-fleeing, non-stunned enemy.

The player must go through this sequence with each model, then continue to the combat sequence once 
each model has acted.

Combat Resolution
Each model, regardless of which player controls her, gets to make a single attack against an enemy in 
base contact with her. Mechanically, the attacks occur at the same time so players can resolve them in  
any order. However, fleeing and stunned models cannot attack.

To resolve an attack, the attacker and defender make a quality challenge, with the attacker adding 2 to  
her d6 roll if she is flanking the defender. If the defender wins, nothing happens. If the attacker wins, 
the defender rolls on the injury chart.

Once all models have had a chance to act, the automated models get a turn.

Automated Model Movement Resolution
1. Movement Phase
If the model is neither fleeing nor stunned, roll a d6. On a result of 1-3, the model moves 4" along the 
most efficient path towards the closest enemy model, stopping her movement immediately if this brings 
her within 2" of an enemy model. This applies even if the model begins the phase in such a location. 
On a result of 4-6, the model moves 4" in a random direction.
If the model is stunned, she must take no action and proceed to the next step.
If the model is fleeing, she must move d6" directly away from the closest enemy model (randomize 
ties). If the model's fleeing movement causes her to collide with an enemy, that enemy hits her 
automatically and rolls on the injury table to damage the fleeing model. If the model cannot begin her  
fleeing movement due to obstacles, all enemies in base contact with her roll on the injury table to  
damage her. If the model collides with an obstacle after beginning her fleeing movement, she stops 
immediately.

2. Charging Phase
If the model is stunned or fleeing, she must take no action and proceed to the next step.
If the model is within 4" and line of sight of an enemy, she must move towards the closest enemy until 
they are touching bases.
Otherwise, the model does nothing this phase and proceeds to the next step.

3. Running Phase
If the model is stunned, she must move d6" in a random direction. If this takes her into contact with a 
non-fleeing, non-stunned enemy, the enemy automatically hits her and she must roll on the injury table  
(special rules apply). If this movement takes her into an obstacle, play area edge, or friendly unit, she 
stops moving. Once this movement is resolved, the model is no longer stunned.
If the model is fleeing, she must take a quality test. On a failure, nothing changes, but on a success, she 



stops fleeing. If she is not within 8" of any enemies, she automatically passes the quality test.
Models that did not act in the charge phase or otherwise act in this phase move another 4" along the 
most efficient path to the closest enemy, but stop if this brings them within 2" of a non-fleeing, non-
stunned enemy.

The player must go through this sequence with each model, then continue to the combat sequence once 
each model has acted. The player and the automated enemies take turns until the player wins or loses 
the scenario.


